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Joint(attention:(Turkish(

In accordance with Özyürek’s analysis of Turkish demonstratives, a number of recent
studies have emphasized the importance of joint attention for the analysis of demonstratives
(cf. Burenhult 2003; Diessel 2006). That does not mean, however, that spatial specifications
are irrelevant for the semantic analysis of demonstratives. On the contrary, there is evidence
from linguistic typology that the distance specifications of demonstratives are universals. As
pointed out in Diessel (1999a), while demonstratives do not generally encode distance
specifications, all languages seem to have at least two demonstratives that can be used to
differentiate between referents or locations in different distance to the deictic center.
The vast majority of the world’s languages has either two or three distance terms.

Languages with three (or more) demonstratives are commonly divided into two basic types
(cf. Anderson and Keenan 1985): Languages like Irish that differentiate between three
different locations on a relative distance scale (seo ‘proximal’, sin ‘medial’, siúd ‘distal’) and
languages like Japanese in which demonstratives differentiate between referents and locations
near the speaker (kore/kono/koko), near the hearer (sore/sono/soko), and away from both
speaker and hearer (are/ano/asoko). Languages with four (or more) deictic terms are relatively
rare (cf. Diessel 2005; Gerner 2009). If they do occur, they usually involve the hearer as a
particular point of reference. Abui, for instance, has hearer-based demonstratives that indicate
a contrast between two referents in different distances to the addressee (cf. Kratochvíl 2011).
Thus, although demonstratives are not generally used to indicate distance, they provide
spatial orientation and often mark a contrast between referents in different distances to the
deictic center.
However, in contrast to relational expressions such as left and right, demonstratives do not

provide directional information, i.e. they lack ‘angular specifications’. This is why Levinson
and colleagues decided to exclude demonstratives from the analysis of frames of reference
(cf. Levinson 2003: 69–71). But this decision is difficult to justify if we consider the semantic
interpretation of demonstratives in face-to-face conversations.
Like relational expressions (e.g. left and right), demonstratives can only be interpreted in

the context of a coordinate system, but in this case, the directional specifications are
usually provided by non-linguistic means of reference. As many researchers of demonstra-
tives (including Levinson 2004) have pointed out, this and that and here and there and their
equivalents in other languages are commonly accompanied by deictic pointing gestures,
eye gaze, and body postures that specify the search domain, i.e. they indicate an angle
or direction between the deictic center and the intended referent, compensating for the
fact that demonstratives usually do not encode angular specifications (e.g. Bühler 1934;
Diessel 2006; Enfield 2009).
Note, however, that demonstratives do not generally lack this kind of information.

English this and that and here and there do not express angular specifications, but there are

Fig 2. Features of Turkish demonstrate (adopted from Küntay and Özyürek 2002: 338).
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Languages( No.( WALS(
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Chukchi,(Portuguese,(Tiriyo,(Yélî(
Dnye( 6(
Tidore( 7(
Jahai( 9(
(German,(French,(Czech)( (1)(
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Figure 3 
Areas covered by esse and aquele (speaker and addressee relatively near) 
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Fig. 3 provides us with a convenient framework for looking at the exceptional 

cases: the sequence esse ali, mentioned in the 6th remark of Sec. 3.2 as possibly defining 

a different dialect, perhaps like the ‘positive anymore’ dialects of American English (see, 

e.g., Labov 1991, Murray 1993; Shields 1997).9 The occurrences in answers to the 

demonstrative questionnaire were few: two speakers accepted (but did not prefer) esse ali 

                                                                                                                                            
tinguish them by using aqui and aí. If used in this scene, aí would have to mean ‘close to ad-
dressee’, i.e. on the other side of the room. The use of ali and lá to distinguish two objects situat-
ed in the aquele zone (i.e. far from both speaker and addressee) is not constrained in this way. In 
other words, the distinction between aqui and ali is based on the opposition between the two 
‘poles’ on which these terms are anchored, the speaker and the addressee; for ali and lá, there may 
be one ‘pole’ for ali, the speaker-and-addressee common area (but note that the referent cannot be 
‘too’ close to this area, or else aqui or aí will become more adequate), but there is clearly no such 
‘pole’ for lá.  
9 One speaker offered a possible context for the (unexpected) sequence aquele aqui. If someone 
wants to refer to an object (e.g., a suitcase) which had been mentioned at some earlier point in 
time (‘that suitcase’) and which is now, unexpectedly to the addressee, close to the speaker, s/he 
could use this sequence (e.g. pega aquela mala aqui! ‘Get that suitcase here!’). The consulted 
speaker is clearly using aquele with an anaphoric sense and aqui with a demonstrative sense. The 
other speakers found this combination at least puzzling, and perhaps even uninterpretable; ‘repair 
measures’ were suggested (e.g. inserting a long pause between aquela mala and aqui), but without 
much success. This sequence is clearly not conventionalized; it seems to be, at best, an instance 
of creative usage from the speaker who suggested it. 



Multiple(subsystems(
!  Jahai(has(three(

! And,(the(interaction(between(them(can(be(
described,(e.g.(Tidore(



Jahai(
!

Supercategory Parameter Oppositions Nominal 
Speaker-anchored t!̃h +ACCESS 
Addressee-anchored ton 
Speaker-anchored taniʔ 

Accessibility 
–ACCESS 

Addressee-anchored tũn 
Speaker-anchored tadeh 

EXTERIOR 
Addressee-anchored tɲɨʔ 
Superjacent titɨh 

Spatial frame 
of reference 

ELEVATION 
Subjacent tuyih 

Perceptual 
modality 

EMISSION-
PERCEPTIBLE 

– tnɛʔ 

!

Table 1. The Jahai demonstrative system. 
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Figure 5 
 
 
The domain of interactional space includes the space of everything within reach of 
speaker and addressee, plus some distance beyond.4 For the smallish inanimate 
objects that we primarily deal with in this chapter this is some two to three meters out 
from the circle that contains both speaker and addressee. In practice, this space will be 
approximately the size of the interior of a small house or a room in a large house, a 
porch, or an outside fireplace. In this interactional space, the speaker and addressee 
positions are highly salient, but geographic landmarks may be salient too. 
Interactional space includes both speaker and addressee, and this accounts for 
‘addressee’ effects, for instance the possibility of using =ge for scene 18, where the 
distance between the speaker and the object is quite large. If the addressee had been 
closer to the speaker, but the object had remained in place, e.g. in scenes 13, 14 and 
15, the use of =ge would not have been appropriate. Beyond interactional space the 
geographic landmarks are more salient than the relative positions of speaker and 
addressee. First we examine the clear-cut cases of interactionally anchored terms in 
interactional space (§4.1) and geographically anchored terms in geographic space 
(§4.2), then we turn to the more complex cases (§4.3), where the two sets of terms 
appear in competition. 
 
4.1. re/nde, ge/ngge and ta/nta in interactional space 
Column 1 in Table 2 shows that the proximals =re and nde are the only possibility 
when the speaker is touching the object, for example where the speaker points at his 
own teeth (scene 1), or when there is a bug on the speaker’s shoulder (scene 3). When 
the object is no longer within reach of the speaker, the range in which =re/nde can be 
used is partly dependent on the distance between the speaker and addressee. When the 
speaker is directly between the object and the addressee, the proximal term can be 
used even for objects that are well out of reach of the speaker, approximately to a 

                                                
4 I have excluded from this discussion the use of demonstratives in, for instance, telephone 
conversations when speaker and hearer are exceptionally far away from each other. 
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Sarah Cutfield� 25/2/15 11:32 PM

As mentioned in the description of form classes, my investigations also show an auxiliary construction used 

in the exophoric modifier function (Section 3.6). This construction does not appear in any of the dictionaries 

or the grammars; the former are concerned with single words, the latter are mostly focussed on 

morphological alternations, and have very little to say about syntax. 

3.  Results  from the questionnaire 

The results reported here were collected using the Wilkins (1999) demonstrative questionnaire. The 

questionnaire was carried out with six people aged from 30 to 60. The speakers were all first language 

Chukchi-speakers, with near-native fluency in Russian acquired in monolingual Russian medium boarding 

schools. All experimental subjects had tertiary qualifications (education or agriculture/veterinary), and were 

untroubled by the unnatural format of the task. Past experiences with older, near monolingual, Chukchi 

speakers made me unwilling to attempt this task with them: despite the obvious attraction (to a descriptively 

oriented linguist) of their meta-linguistic naivete and the lesser risk of Russian interference, such speakers 

tend to be puzzled by structured linguistic elicitation, and may even be affronted that the researcher is 

apparently not interested by their life experience and ethnographic knowledge. 

All situations were constructed in real space, as described in the questionnaire. The experimental subjects 

easily grasped what was required, and regularly produced sentences  containing modifier demonstratives as a 

response to most scenarios. 

3.1 Proximal. The term ŋotqen is a proximal, which can be used for all scenes where the target is within the 

range of manipulation of the speaker.  If the target is close to speaker, but is situated on or beyond the 

addressee other factors must be considered. When the target is on the addressee, but the speaker is gesturing 

towards it or touching it, ŋotqen is still appropriate (scenes 2 and 4), but without gesture or contact (as in 

scenes 5 and 10), ŋotqen is not used. This suggests that ŋotqen is strongly speaker anchored. 

Boundaries set up different zones; a boundary between speaker and addressee on one side, and a close target 

on the other (scene 20) can allow use of a distal term as well. Conversely, a boundary between speaker and 

target on one side, and addressee on the other, brings speaker and target closer together, such that the 

proximal term can be used even when the target is somewhat beyond the range of manipulation. 

3.2 Distal. The term ŋaanqen indicates a target distant from both speaker and addressee, although still within 

the range of visibility. The distance involved seems to be anywhere from a little beyond the range of 

manipulation right up to the horizon. Note that this term is not anchored on speaker alone. 

3.3 Neutral. The term "nqen can apparently be used in all scenes at whatever range from speaker and 

addressee, and irrespective of visibility. It is most preferred for scenes in which the referent does not have a 

salient ‘proximal’ or ‘distal’ location. The more semantically-specified terms are more commonly used when 

participant-anchoring is salient (Table 4). This system can be described in terms of scalar implicature.  

 

  close SPKR far SPKR 

close ADDR ŋotqen ("nqen) "nqen 

far ADDR ŋotqen ("nqen) ŋaanqen, ŋoonqen ("nqen) 

Sarah Cutfield� 25/2/15 11:33 PM

Sarah Cutfield� 25/2/15 11:33 PM

Sarah Cutfield� 31/3/14 12:08 PM

Comment: And has an obligatory 
accompanying pointing gesture? 

Comment: Whose range? Speaker only? 
Your subsquent statement suggests not.  

Deleted: which don’t fit with either of the 
proximal or distal terms, but is an alternative 
for almost all others (Table 4). This is best 
treated as pragmatic preemption.

Deleted: 31/03/14
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Scene(3(



Scene(6(
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Table 3: Results of the demonstrative questionnaire (5 consulted speakers) 
column 1   column 2 column 3 column 4 column 5  

SPKR

 
(1) 

SPKR

 
(3) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(6) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(7) 

ADDR

SPKR

 
(19) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(8) 

SPKR

ADDR

 
(23) 

ADDR
SPKR

 
(20) 
 

ADDR

SPKR  
(11)  

SPKR ADDR

 
(2) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(4) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(5) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(9) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(10) 

SPKR

ADDR  
(16) 

SPKR

ADDR

 
(18) 

SPKR

ADDR  
(17) 

SPKR

ADDR

 
(22) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(12) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(14) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(13) 

SPKR ADDR

 
(15) 

ADDR
SPKR

 
(21) 

SPKR
ADDR

 
(24) 

SPKR
ADDR

 
(25) 

 ńd'éńnòe (proximal) 
 ńd'énáng (distal) 



My(approach(
! Dalabon(data(was(not(amenable(

!  ELAN(transcription(

! Coded(for(etic(factors(

!  Excel(spreadsheet(
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! Proximal(readily(extended((

!  SpatiallyMneutral(preMempt(distal(

!  Emotionally(deictic(factors((



Other(extended(analyses(

AS



AS
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!  FineMgrained(comparisons(

!  Source(of(naturalistic(data(

!  Source(of(metalinguistic(commentary(

! Complemented(by(other(MPI(eliciations(

(



Wilkins(Cons(
! Difficult(in(very(endangered(contexts(

! Can’t(control((well)(for(some(factors(
!  Mentionedness(
!  AttentionMdrawing(
!  Epistemics(

!  Eliminates(some(contextual(factors(

! Time(consuming(



Speaker(Interviews(
! Metalinguistic(elicitation(

! Ask(speakers(to(provide(contexts(for(
demonstratives(
! What(does(this(mean?(
! Where(would(an(object(need(to(be(so(you(could(

say(this&one?(

!  Show(footage:(‘could(she(say(that(instead?’(

!  In(field(language(



Interview(Pros(
!  Elicitation(context(is(itself(an(interaction(

!  First(language(metalinguistic(glosses(

!  Speakers(give(salient,(prototypical(glosses(



Interview(Cons(
! Native(metalanguage(=/=(actual(usage(

! May(be(shown(to(be(inadequate(or(even(
distorting((

! Difficult(in(very(endangered(context(



Observing(natural(use(
! Most(valid,(most(difficult(

! Any(attempt(to(capture(natural(data(will(
inevitably(miss(some(aspects(of(context(



Observation(Cons(
!  Intensive(

! Too(much(context:(need(a(way(in(



CatchM22(
! Naturalistic(data(is(best(

! Need(hypotheses(in(order(to(make(sense(of(
naturalistic(data(



Qualitative(evaluation(
!  Start(with(Wilkins(questionnaire(

! Develop(hypotheses(

! Design(additional(elicitations(
!  Additional(scenarios(
!  Metalinguistic(interviews(

! Compare(hypotheses(to(naturalistic(data(



Psycholinguistic(methods(
! Control(for(situational(factors(which(are(
nearMimpossible(to(monitor(in(qualitative(
data(

!  Interaction(effects(between(different(
parameters(



Peeters(et(al.((2014)(
! Dutch(study:(dit((proximal),(dat((distal)(and(
definite(and(indefinite(articles(

! Controlled(for:(
!  Location(
!  Joint(attention(
!  Pointing(



Close to Speaker – JA – No Point  Close to Addressee – no JA – No Point Middle Distance – JA – Point Far Away – no JA – Point 



Results(
!  Proximal(

!  Location(matters(most(
!  Used(more(often(with(point(

!  Distal(
!  Joint(attention(matters(most(
!  Not(used(in(speakerMproximal(locations(
!  Used(when(distal(AND(point(

!  Indefinite(articles(
!  Used(when(no(point(



Psycholinguistic(Pros(
! Controls(for(situational(factors(

! Compares(the(role(of(articles(

! Very(easy(data(collection(

! Data(very(‘clean’(



Psycholinguistic(Cons(
!  Subjects(are(not(themselves(IN(that(
situation((cf.(Wilkins’(instructions)((

! Really(nonMcontrastive?(

!  Feasibility(in(the(field?(



Tips(
! Practice(with(naïve(subjects(before(you(go:(
not(fellow(linguistics(students!(
!  Tasks(
!  Equipment:(VIDEO!(



Tips(
! Only(do(one(session(per(day(per(speaker.(
They(will(start(to(lose(their(‘native(speaker(
intuition’(very(quickly,(and(the(answers(will(
become(meaningless.(

! Do(other(‘easier,(more(enjoyable’(tasks(as(
well.(

(



Tips(
! Use(interesting,(conversationMprovoking(
referents!((
!  Boring:(coloured(balls(
!  Exciting!:(fishing(reels,(mobile(phone(

(



Tips(
! Culturally(relevant(
!  SpeakerMAddressee(dyads(
!  Objects(
!  Pointing(

(



Tips(
! Not(the(first(trip(or(elicitation(session(

! Takes(a(while(to(find(speakers(who(will(be(
comfortable(with(these(questions(



Tips(
!  Endangerment(context(
!  Competence(in(paradigm(
!  Degree(of(comfort(with(elicitation(



Future(directions(
! Methodology(still(evolving(

! Diversity(

! Typology(

! Theory(

! Contrast,(discourse,(grammaticalization(
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